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Twenty-five years ago, on a beautiful July evening, the unthinkable happened in the skies over Long Island. "As a languid summer day gave way to night," read a story in Newsday about the events of Wed ...
'A nightmare you don't wake up from': 25 years later, an oral history of TWA Flight 800
An assimilationist and a liberationist play cat-and-mouse in Zak Salih’s debut novel Let’s Get Back to the Party.
Can a Novel Capture the Tensions of Recent Queer History?
A mysterious whiff of an unstable chemical in the skies of Venus may not be a sign of life but the result of explosive volcanic eruptions, a new study finds. Last year, scientists reported detecting ...
Strange chemical on Venus may come from volcanoes, not life
With the clock ticking on their time together, the defending champion Tampa Bay Lightning talked about what they already knew was their last Stanley Cup run ...
Etched in history
Niall Ferguson: It sounds like a rather strange zoo, doesn't it ... but it's consequences you'd struggle to find in any history book. It's a non-event. Other events kill lots of people and have huge ...
A History of Disasters
Skateboarding will be featured in two Olympic events: street and park. Mainers involved in the sport say the local skateboarding community continues to grow.
Skateboarding may be new to the Olympics, but it has a decades-long history in Maine
It would be tricky to choose which point in the Marvel Universe's history ... events of Spider-Man 2. Why? Well, that would explain why J. Jonah Jameson said there was already a "Doctor Strange ...
DOCTOR STRANGE Writer Reveals What Became Of Christine Palmer Following The Events Of The First Movie
Love (ft. Marriage and Divorce) 2” has released new stills of Song Ji In and Kim Bo Yeon ahead of the upcoming episode! The TV Chosun drama about three women in their 30s, 40s, and 50s whose marriages ...
Song Ji In And Kim Bo Yeon Get Tangled Up In A Messy Brawl In “Love (Ft. Marriage And Divorce) 2”
It was ten years ago that Justin Kurzel’s debut feature Snowtown became one of the most talked about films at the Cannes Film Festival when it played in Critics’ Week that year. Critics and buyers ...
‘Nitram’: Justin Kurzel & Shaun Grant On Retelling A Painful Event In Australian History & Opening Up Conversation On Gun Reform – Cannes
In retelling this stranger-than-fiction chapter of sports history, Faraut’s choice of materials ranging ... scenes from the anime adaptation of Attack No 1. By pairing real-life events with their ...
The Witches of the Orient review – very strange but true sports history
In other words, exactly the kinds of advances that come from university chemistry, plant science, artificial intelligence, engineering, and molecular biology labs. But organic farmers, including ...
Can a Prominent University Be Both a Paragon of Scientific Achievement and a Morass of Wokeness?
More recently, in pre-COVID times, the demi-cottage and surrounding, shady lawn area has routinely hosted between 150 and 200 events a year ... widely respected nonprofit hopelessly devoted to the ...
Comfort Station is the small Tudor building in Logan Square with a century of Chicago history — first as a restroom, now an arts space and outdoor theater
It’s coming back, at least, officially, and there’s proof via this new teaser trailer that I’ve watched about 15 times since it dropped on Tuesday afternoon. You’ve probably watched it a few times, ...
The Rundown: Thank God The Absolute Cretins Of ‘Succession’ Are Coming Back Soon
BTSC continues their recap of the past week’s events for our readers ... he was gay on this day and became the first player in NFL history to proclaim that openly. While Missouri’s Michael ...
A look back at the Steelers week that was: A bizarre week
Who was the guy at the end of Loki Season 1? Here's everything you need to know about Kang the Conqueror, the iconic yet very convoluted Marvel villain who will have a big part to play in Ant-Man and ...
Loki Ending Explained: Who Is He Who Remains, a.k.a. Kang the Conqueror?
Lady assassins, a shout-filled comedian, and the return of some beloved monsters. Where will you get the most bang for your streaming buck?
What Streaming Service Offers The Best Options This Weekend?
In the comics, Rintrah hails from an alternate dimension planet called R’Vaal, and he has a history with ... Doctor Strange 2 will follow “the events of Avengers: Endgame.
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness: release date, cast, plot and more
It's Pride weekend in the Twin Cities and, like other festivals and major events, it was delayed due to the pandemic. KARE 11 reporter and anchor Jana Shortal knows a thing or two about delays. "I've ...
KARE 11 anchor Jana Shortal talks about Pride, coming out and starting a family
By Miranda Seymour STRANGE FLOWERS By Donal Ryan Donal Ryan ... out of a chorus of narratives around two disquieting events: a man’s murder and a child’s abduction. Ryan surpassed that ...
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